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ABSTRACT Details of the reaction coordinate for DNA melting are fundamental to much of biology and biotechnology.
Recently, it has been shown experimentally that there are at least three states involved. To clarify the reaction mechanism of the
melting transition of DNA, we perform 100-ns molecular dynamics simulations of a homo-oligomeric, 12-basepair DNA duplex,
d(A12)d(T12), with explicit salt water at 400 K. Analysis of the trajectory reveals the various biochemically important processes
that occur on different timescales. Peeling (including fraying from the ends), searching for Watson-Crick complements, and
dissociation are recognizable processes. However, we ﬁnd that basepair searching for Watson-Crick complements along a
strand is not mechanistically tied to or directly accessible from the dissociation steps of strand melting. A three-step melting
mechanism is proposed where the untwisting of the duplex is determined to be the major component of the reaction coordinate
at the barrier. Though the observations are limited to the characteristics of the system being studied, they provide important
insight into the mechanism of melting of other more biologically relevant forms of DNA, which will certainly differ in details from
those here.
INTRODUCTION
Reaction paths for nucleic acid hybridization and its oppo-
site, melting, have never been completely revealed in atomic
detail experimentally. At room temperature, DNA exists in a
mixed equilibrium of different native forms. The predom-
inant form at ambient temperatures for complementary
strands of sufﬁcient length is the Watson and Crick (WC)
double helix where two complementary strands interact with
hydrogen bonds and the bases stack upon one and other. At
elevated temperatures, a DNA duplex melts and the strands
separate. DNA denaturation can also occur at physiological
temperature. During replication, transcription, recombina-
tion, and DNA repair, a DNA duplex is locally unwound so
that its genetic information becomes accessible (1). This is a
critical step in all polymerase chain reactions as well. Though
DNA denaturation is central to those processes, very little is
known about its mechanism.
During hybridization, on forming a random collision
complex in solution, complementary nucleic acid strands
must search both orientation and sequence to form a stable
duplex. A central question is whether DNA searching its own
sequence requires remelting and if so, to what extent. In the
case of a sequence that starts off poorly paired, to increase the
efﬁciency of the process, DNA might come apart and rec-
ollide. The other possibility is to continue the one-dimen-
sional search from the less than optimal starting complex. In
melting, the reverse of these mechanisms opens other pos-
sibilities. With a temperature near or above the melting point,
especially when there are tracks of a single nucleotide, the
system might be able to ‘‘search’’ along the sequence to
accomplish denaturation.
Experiments have begun to unravel aspects of the melting
and/or folding process. A recent spectroscopic experiment
(2) studying the folding of a DNA hairpin suggested the
possibility of an intermediate state between the fully formed
hairpin and the unfolded form. Another recent work con-
ﬁrmed the existence of a possible intermediate state (3) from
the dynamics of melting of DNA hairpins using an ultrafast
T-jump technique. This intermediate state is described as a
nucleation state before the search of sequence to reach the
native state. In this article, we report a series of simulation
studies and analyses that geometrically and dynamically
characterize the intermediate states and the equilibrium
connectivity of the states. We ﬁnd that not all of the states are
accessible from each other and that pathways exist that de-
termine the mechanism.
Previous computational studies have used lattice models
(4–11) to investigate the statistical mechanics of hybridiza-
tion and denaturation. Some newer models even include a
coarse degree of freedom representing the twisting of base-
pairs to obtain some correspondence with the helical struc-
ture of DNA. Although informative, such models are still far
from providing a realistic atomic picture of DNA. Lately,
another coarse-grained model (12,13) of DNA was devel-
oped to facilitate mesoscale dynamics simulation of DNA
melting. It represents each nucleotide by two sites, one for the
base and one for the sugar and the phosphate backbone. That
model is simple enough to allow long simulations to study
DNA melting with low computational cost. It also coarsely
models conformations of DNA strands during the melting
transition, allowing the calculation of melting curves for ol-
igonucleotides of various lengths. However, this model also
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lacks the atomistic details and driving forces from a realistic
solution environment to form a complete picture of the de-
naturation transition.
Well-established, empirical thermodynamic models (14)
are capable of statistically predicting melting. These ther-
modynamic models can handle various motifs, e.g., Watson-
Crick basepairs, mismatches, and dangling ends. Coupling
with the empirical equations, they can nearly quantitatively
predict melting temperatures and other thermodynamic
quantity changes such as in free energies, enthalpies, and
entropies at different salt concentrations. Nevertheless, such
methods yield no information about the structural or dynamic
mechanism of how the DNA melts.
Given the signiﬁcance of understanding DNA melting in
biology and biotechnology, we conduct molecular dynamics
simulations of DNA using an all-atom model in an explicit
salt water environment to reveal the mechanism of DNA
denaturation. We characterize the states of DNA during the
melting transition by considering principal component pro-
jections of the trajectory. We ﬁnd that not all the identiﬁed
states during the process are directly accessible from each
other. Particular pathways must therefore exist among the
native form, the states that search for correct base pairing, and
those that lead to melting.
METHODS
To simulate the melting of DNA in a computationally feasible time frame, we
choose a simple homo-oligonucleotide d(A12).d(T12), which has an esti-
mated melting temperature of 318 K in our simulated solution environment
(14). Clearly the ‘‘ideal’’ nature of this system gives us a model view with
less complication than a hetero sequence. Once the ideal case is character-
ized, we can easily enrich the picture by adding sequence complexity. Two
simulations are performed to conﬁrm the results. They are carried out at a
temperature of 400 K to further speed up the melting of the DNA, analogous
to a computational T-jump experiment.
The initial conﬁguration of the DNA is created in canonical B-form with
Nucleic Acid Builder (15). It is then placed inside a cubic simulation box of
8.4 nm, along with 17,886 TIP3P (16) water molecules, 59 sodium, and 37
chloride ions. This yields a solution of 2.8 mM DNA in 0.1 M sodium
chloride, and overall charge neutral. Since the duplex is only 4.4 nm long and
2.1 nm wide, the simulation box has more than enough volume to accom-
modate the separation of strands when the DNA melts. Although oligo
(dA)oligo(dT) duplexes at room temperature are known to adopted con-
formations unlike canonical B-form (17), as will be shown later, confor-
mations of the duplex in our simulations at 400 K change constantly and
differ signiﬁcantly from a regular duplex. Therefore, our results have little
dependence on the choice of the initial duplex form.
Using the molecular dynamics programESP (18) developed in our lab, we
perform two simulations in the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble (19) with
the CHARMM27DNA force ﬁeld (20,21) and periodic boundary conditions.
The electrostatic interactions are treated with an Ewald sum (22) using a fast
linked-cell (23,24) algorithm. The cutoff of the Lennard-Jones interactions
and the real-space part of Ewald sum is 1.90 nm, the Ewald sum convergence
factor is 1.65 nm1, and the k-space cutoff is 10.4 nm1. During the simu-
lation, all bond lengths and water bond angles are constrained by the
RATTLE algorithm (25). Equations of motion are then solved by the velocity
Verlet (26) integrator with a time step of 2 fs.
The simulations begin with steepest descent minimization to eliminate
overlapping among atoms. Subsequently, the system is equilibrated with the
DNA ﬁxed and the velocity of water and ions reassigned regularly at 400 K
for 1 ns. Another 1 ns of equilibration is then performed with regular velocity
reassignment but with the DNA free to move. The system is observed to
remain at 4016 1 K and 206 90 atm after equilibration. The two production
runs are then performed for nearly 100 ns, and trajectory data is saved every
0.1 ps for analysis. The second trajectory to conﬁrm the analysis from the ﬁrst
is generated with the same procedure but differs in the random velocity as-
signments.
Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a standard statistical tool to decom-
pose the motions of macromolecules in simulations (27–36). It deﬁnes a new
coordinate system as linear transformations of atomic coordinates such that
the new coordinates are orthogonal and along the quasi-harmonic mode di-
rections. By keeping only a few of the new coordinates with the largest
variances, or smallest frequencies, PCA reduces dimensionality of the tra-
jectory while maintaining features of the largest scale dynamics in the sys-
tem.
A molecular dynamics trajectory of M time snapshots of a molecule of N
atoms has coordinates in the trajectory denoted by xiðtÞ;where i¼ 1, . . . , 3N
and t ¼ 1, . . . , M. The atomic mass of atoms, mi, indexes the appropriate
atom. We ﬁnd the principle components by diagonalization of the 3N 3 3N
covariance matrix
Cij ¼ 1
M
+
M
t¼1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mi
p ðxiðtÞ  xiÞ3 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃmjp ðxjðtÞ  xjÞ (1)
from the coordinates where
xi ¼ 1
M
+
M
t¼1
xiðtÞ (2)
is the coordinate of the mean conformation. Equivalently, we may perform a
singular value decomposition on the mass weighted coordinate deviations,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mi
p ðxðtÞ  xiÞ. To eliminate the contribution of translational and rotational
motion in the covariance matrix, each snapshot is translated and rotated to
best ﬁt the mean conformation and minimize the mass weighted square
deviation. Since each snapshot is ﬁtted to the mean conformation, and the
mean conformation is obtained by averaging all the snapshots, the processes
of ﬁtting and averaging need to be iterated to obtain the mean conformation
self-consistently.
The eigenvalue, li, (related to frequencies) and their corresponding ei-
genvectors vi, i ¼ 1, . . ., 3N, are arranged in descending order of the ei-
genvalues. The principal component (PCs) can be conveniently projected
back onto the Cartesian coordinates or any other basis set. By deﬁnition, they
are all uncorrelated and their variances are given by the eigenvalues li. The
ﬁrst few PCs with the largest eigenvalues depict the important slow and
global motions of the macromolecule in the simulation that correspond to
biological signiﬁcant conformational changes.
To help interpret and visualize motions in different PCs, it is useful to
construct reduced trajectories that represent motions of a few or even a single
PC. For example, for the ith PC,
xjðtÞ ¼ yiðtÞvij= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃmjp 1xj; (3)
where yi(t) can be the actual values of the PC calculated from the simulation
trajectory or any other convenient values.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The physical description of a PC amounts to assignment of
the mode of motion. Consequently, for complex systems
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undergoing a transition such as melting, we ﬁnd that no
single assignment remains signiﬁcant globally for the entire
duration. Thus, below we compare and contrast assigned
motions in windows corresponding to periods and/or physi-
cal segments of DNA where the motions are of a similar
character. We deﬁne characteristic periods where the root
mean-square deviations (RMSDs) between any two conﬁg-
urations are similar. In Fig. 1, we display the RMSD between
every pair of snapshots along the trajectory and show it as a
two-dimensional map for the whole DNA in the lower tri-
angular region and for the central six basepairs in the upper
triangle.
In the simulations, we observe several relevant motions
and conformational states, which are illustrated in Fig. 2. By
Watson-Crick-like, we mean that some or all nucleotides on
the strands are canonically basepaired with the strands
twisted with considerable stacking in place even where the
basepairs may be absent. Fraying is the lack of WC structure
at the ends of the duplex. Peeling refers to motions where
untwisting is augmented by noncanonical H-bonds with the
backbone of a strand. Searching is the incremental swapping
of WC H-bonds resulting in the change in relative sequence
registry of one strand with another.
Soon after the rapid heating (computational T-jump), the
conformation deviates signiﬁcantly from the initial canonical
B-form. Separate simulation at 300 K for nearly 50 ns con-
ﬁrms the room temperature stability near B-form. At 400 K
the conformation of the oligonucleotide moves rapidly from
its initial form and varies continually in the simulation. Along
the lower diagonal of Fig. 1, the yellow regions between 10
and 40 ns correspond to a few metastable global conforma-
tions, but each conformation never lasts for more than a few
nanoseconds. The motion between those structures corre-
sponds to the frayed ends looping back to make transient
H-bonds with the backbone coupled with some untwisting.
These motions appear to peel the DNA strands apart. The low
frequency of the loop motions is analogous to the observation
that the lowest frequencies in globular proteins in solution
also correspond to loop motions (37).
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the average conformation
between 30 and 34 ns. The 59-end of the T-strand loops back
toward the middle of the duplex, and the DNA forms a
noncanonical metastable structure which we designate as a
peel state. Molecular dynamics simulations of oligonucleo-
tide duplexes at room temperature routinely show fraying and
reannealing of terminal basepairs, especially for AT pairs
(38,39). In our study, melting does not start in the middle or
in a randomly distributed fashion but clearly begins at both
ends. Signiﬁcant fraying and peeling at this temperature is
interdispersed with some reannealing of WC structure and
subsequent base complementarity searching along the se-
quence. Obtaining complementarity in this case is of course
trivial by design.
Basepairing and base stacking are the major driving forces
in the formation of DNA helices. As a useful structural
FIGURE 1 Time-ordered RMSD map (in nm) for the whole oligonucle-
otide (lower right region) and the middle six basepairs (upper left region).
FIGURE 2 Schematic to show conformational states of searching (left),
fraying (middle), and peeling (right). The twisting is omitted for clarity.
FIGURE 3 Perpendicular views of the average conformation of DNA
between 30 and 34 ns. The A-strand is blue and T-strand is purple. The 59-
end of the A-strand is near the bottom.
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measure, we calculate the number of interstrand and intra-
strand basepairs with the package 3DNA (40) for both tra-
jectories and plot the averages as a function of time on the
left-handed side of Fig. 4. Initially, the duplex has 12 base-
pairs. Within a few nanoseconds of the T-jump to 400 K,;E
of the basepairs begin to fray. The number of intact basepairs
ﬂuctuates with time. A small number of intrastrand basepairs
also form, more on the A-strand. In the central part of the
trajectory, the duplex is held together by an average of six
basepairs. Near the melting point where .50% of bases are
no longer paired, the number of intrastrand basepairs in-
creases slightly. Within a few nanoseconds of that, the re-
maining interstrand basepairs break, one after another, and
show very little tendency to reform. At this point, the duplex
dissociates, and this sudden dynamic reﬂects the nature of the
melting transition for this oligoduplex. The duplex is at most
metastable at 400 K on the nanosecond timescale. Conse-
quently, once a spontaneous ﬂuctuation appears where too
many basepairs are broken, the system moves to the ther-
modynamical state of lowest free energy where the strands
separate.
For the stability of DNA helices, base stacking plays an
important role as much as basepairing. Therefore, we also
calculate the number of inter- and intrastrand base stacking
and show them on the right-handed side of Fig. 4. Our cal-
culation uses a geometrical criterion that two bases are
stacked when the distance between the centers of the rings is
,0.45 nm, and the angle between the normals to the bases is
,30 or .150. The ﬁgure shows that a small number of
interstrand base stackings are formed, which probably sta-
bilize the helix before it melts. The intrastrand base stacking
also shows a trend similar to that of interstrand basepairing,
which means melting not only disrupts the interstrand base-
pairing but also intrastrand base stacking in the duplex.
Since terminal basepairs fray and peel constantly, con-
formational changes of basepairs near the center of the oli-
gomer become central to the reaction coordinate of the
melting process. It is easy to see in the upper part of Fig. 1 that
the middle part of the DNA shows considerably smaller
ﬂuctuations compared to the whole DNA. During the ﬁrst
;40 ns, the simulation has a central WC core. During the
next 40 ns, the system intermittently substantially peels,
searches, and subsequently reanneals to a new WC-like
structure with overhanging ends.
To better understand the conformational changes of the
core, we perform PCA on the middle six basepairs using
coordinates between 1 and 79 ns. The result shows that this
lowest conditional PC describes conformational change
among three states during searching. The other PCs have
essentially unimodal probability distributions that do not
correspond to any major conformational changes and are
regarded as constraint-like motions. The ﬁrst PC is shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of time, along with its probability dis-
tribution. Inspection reveals that it corresponds to a shifting
motion where the two strands search up or down in opposite
directions followed by reannealing to a WC-like state.
Fig. 6 shows the conformations of the central six basepairs
corresponding to the most probable values of the lowest PC at
negative, near zero, and positive collective coordinates.
Positive values of the PCmean both strands shift toward their
59-ends and create dangling bases at their 59-ends whereas
negative values mean shifting toward dangling bases at 39-ends.
This shifting motion involves successive breaking and
forming of H-bonds in adjacent basepairs. Careful exami-
FIGURE 4 (Left) Average number of
WC interstrand basepairs as a function
of time (top) from the two trajectories.
Number of intrastrand basepairs on the
A-strand (middle) and T-strand (bot-
tom). (Right) Average number of inter-
strand base stackings as a function of
time (top) from the two trajectories.
Number of intrastrand base stackings
on the A-strand (middle) and T-strand
(bottom).
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nation of the trajectory shows that the leading end of the
basepairs moves forward, leaving unpaired base on the other
strand before the tailing end follows and pairs with the open
base. Obviously, the nature of this conditional PC partly re-
ﬂects the homogeneity of the oligonucleotide sequence, and
in addition, does not facilitate the melting process.
Major conformers observed before 79 ns correspond to
WC states with possibly shifted H-bonds with minor con-
formers appearing as peeling states. The melting occurs after
86 ns. To focus on the ﬁnal transition, we apply PCA to
analyze the trajectory between 79 and 86 ns, using all the
DNA atoms. To choose the important PCs to represent the
essential motions in melting, we consider both their per-
centage contributions to the overall motion and the non-
Gaussianity of their probability distributions. According to
their eigenvalues, the ﬁrst six PCs contribute 38, 13, 8.4, 6.5,
4.9, and 3.4%, respectively, and hence the ﬁrst three PCs
contribute nearly 60% to the overall motion. Also, except for
the ﬁrst three PCs, all other PCs have unimodal probability
distributions, which correspond to nonessential, local mo-
tions. Therefore, we focus our analysis on the ﬁrst three PCs
(PC1, PC2, and PC3), and they are shown in Fig. 7 (left-hand
side) as a function of time, along with their probability dis-
tributions. We see that PC1 stays nearly constant between 79
and 83 ns, but starts to decrease in a stepwise manner after 83
ns, whereas PC2 and PC3 show nonmonotonic trends. To
show correlations among the three PCs, we plot both PC21
PC3 and PC2  PC3 versus PC1 on the right-hand side of
Fig. 7. The sequence of conformations is colored like a
rainbow to indicate time. The ﬁgure shows that the confor-
mations form a few clusters, which correspond to metastable
states adopted by the DNA during the melting transition,
similar to the Frauenfelder substates seen in proteins previ-
ously (37).
Except for the ﬁrst transition shown on the right-hand side
of Fig. 7 from the ﬁrst cluster (red) to the second (orange),
PC1 always decreases in transitions from one cluster to the
next, and thus we designate it as the predominant component
of the reaction coordinate of DNA melting. Also, the escape
from a cluster only occurs when PC2 1 PC3 is toward its
local maximum inside a cluster, and thus we designate that as
marking the rate-determining step of the melting process. To
interpret the motions associated with the PCs, reduced tra-
jectory of each PC is generated separately according to Eq. 3.
Visual examination of the three reduced trajectories shows
that PC1 corresponds to the untwisting of the helix whereas
PC2 and PC3 are the fraying and peeling of basepairs near the
ends of the helix. Given this and analysis of the last transition
in Figs. 5 and 6, we conclude that the untwisting of the helix
is predominantly the reaction coordinate of DNA oligomer
melting, and the rate is limited by the fraying or peeling of the
basepairs near the ends. Clearly, solvent coordinates will be
involved in a more complete analysis of the reaction coor-
dinate. Also, the mechanism of melting of hetero-oligonu-
cleotides and longer duplexes may be different from what we
observed in our simulations. For polymeric DNA, the fraying
that occurs at the ends is expected to play a smaller role than
untwisting at the middle of the duplex in the formation of
nucleation bubble, which is a mechanically (not thermally)
induced process in vivo. Such mechanical untwisting leading
to bubble formation in nonoligomeric DNA will be the
subject of a separate study.
FIGURE 5 First PC of the middle six basepairs as a function of time
between 1 and 79 ns (solid line) and its probability distribution (dashed line).
FIGURE 6 Search coordinate: con-
formations of middle six basepairs at
PC equals14 (left),2 (middle), and 9
(right). The A-strand is colored blue and
T-strand is colored purple. The 59-end of
the A-strand is near the bottom.
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Fig. 8 shows conformations of the duplex near the centers
of clusters displayed in Fig. 7. They correspond to metastable
intermediates along the pathway of melting. Inspection of the
conformations reveals that the structures are stabilized by
some non-Watson-Crick motifs near the ends of the helix,
e.g., interstrand base stacking and intrastrand base stacking
among nonneighboring bases. As the DNA starts to melt,
those non-Watson-Crick motifs proceed to break up, which
allows the helical region to untwist. The DNA goes through
the intermediate microstates (not necessarily thermodynam-
ically stable) along the reaction pathway. In the last two
frames of Fig. 8, the T-strand adopts an extended confor-
FIGURE 7 (Left) First three PCs (top,
1; middle, 2; bottom, 3) of the entire
DNA duplex as a function of time in the
ﬁnal stages of melting, between 79 and
86.2 ns (solid line) and their probability
distributions (dashed line). (Right) Plot
of PC2 1 PC3 and PC2  PC3 as a
function of PC1 for the same time
period. The rainbow of colors (red to
blue) indicates the order of time (79–
86.2 ns).
FIGURE 8 Conformations of the DNA duplex during the melting transition at the centers of the substates shown in Fig. 7 from left to right in time order. The
upper and lower rows correspond to two different views offset by 45. The A-strand is colored blue and T-strand is colored purple. The 59-end of the A-strand is
near the bottom.
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mation while the A-strand curls up. In this conformation,
only four basepairs remain and they resemble an untwisted
ladder. As the melting completes, the strands separate, which
causes the RMSD to increase signiﬁcantly and effectively
permanently. After the strands separate, they retain a certain
degree of base-backbone interactions and base-base stacking.
The simulation is subsequently terminated within 10 ns.
We also calculate traditional helical parameters of the
basepairs and base steps of the four basepairs that remain at
86 ns. Results indicate that as the DNA goes through the
intermediate states, the stagger and propeller-twist of base-
pairs and the shift and slide of base steps all increase whereas
the twist of base steps decreases.
CONCLUSIONS
Our simulations offer an atomistic picture of how DNA oli-
gomers melt in a realistic solution environment and provide
insight into the mechanism and transition states. We ﬁnd that
melting of DNA is not a simple two-state process. Rather, it
consists of a few concerted processes involving more than
just the breaking of basepairs between strands. Before
melting occurs, the oligonucleotide adopts various metasta-
ble conformations very different from the initial duplex form.
This agrees with ﬁndings from a recent study (41). In addi-
tion, we ﬁnd that when productive peeling and untwisting are
not occurring, the DNA is able to search for various possible
WC complements. This searching is stopped when the sys-
tem forms nonnative stacking or peeling states.
We propose a mechanism of DNA melting including the
possibility of searching for WC complements with the fol-
lowing scheme:
SearchWC-like Peel/Denatured:
We observe many basepairs break and reform. The strands
also slide and search the local basepairing by alternately
forming bifurcated and WC H-bonds. This observed search-
ing or shifting motion is in agreement with the prediction of a
recent theoretical model (42), and we believe it also plays an
important role in the hybridizatiodn of DNA. In a pair of
melting simulations differing only in initial velocities, we did
not observe searching to be reachable from the peeling or
denaturing states. Searching appears to require some proper
WC geometry in the vicinity of the fraying region. Otherwise
the searching is geometrically thwarted.
In melting, when stacking is intact with some single strand
helix available in the search direction, the two strands will
search along each other through the crawling, shifting motion
along the basepairs. The search motion enables the two
strands to reach a native duplex form where basepairs are
perfectly matched. Certainly, for inhomogeneous sequences,
because of the different sizes of purines and pyrimidines, the
searching motion will involve some local backbone defor-
mations and is expected to occur at timescales different than
observed in our simulation for the homogeneous duplex.
Also, our simulation shows that the search motion does not
appear to be the transition state of the melting process. We
ﬁnd the melting of the DNA involves cooperative backbone
deformation where the duplex untwists and peels apart. This
motion occurs at a timescale much longer than that of
breaking and reforming of basepairs.
Based upon the results, we ﬁnd the untwisting of the du-
plex forms the transition state of the denature process. Fur-
ther, the basepair searching for WC complements along a
strand is not directly mechanistically tied to the peeling or
dissociation of strands. Our proposed mechanism is in
agreement with results from a recent experimental study (3)
on the dynamics of melting of DNA hairpins but reveals a
richer level of details. In the experiment, ultrafast T-jump
techniques were used to perturb the system to nonequilibrium
states and then the relaxation dynamics was monitored with
two probing methods. Hypochromicity of bases was mea-
sured to study base destacking while ﬂuorescence from a
marker attached to one of the stem ends indicated the prox-
imity of the two stem ends. Three processes were observed to
occur at different time scales: The fastest process observed is
the heating of water, which occurred at ,20 ps. The slower
one is assigned as the destacking of bases in a single strand
(1 ns). The unfolding of the hairpin is the slowest process,
which occurred on the millisecond timescale for the experi-
mental conditions.
Differences between our oligoduplex and the hairpin
studied in experiment do not allow a precise, direct com-
parison, but some characteristics may be related. In the case
of the oligo, we only ﬁnd destacking to commence near the
ends and never from the center. The experiment indicates the
existence of a compact intermediate state whose stem ends
are close but the bases are only partially stacked. This is not
contradicted by our ﬁndings. This intermediate state was
described as a nucleation state before the search progress to
reach the native state. An earlier experiment (2) studying the
folding of DNA hairpin by multiparameter ﬂuorescence
ﬂuctuation spectroscopy also suggested a three-state mech-
anism of folding.
These ﬁndings of a compact intermediate with disrupted
basepairs for hairpin systems are consistent with what we
observe in our simulation with some differences. Note that in
free oligonucleotides as opposed to a hairpin system, the
search and peel states are easily separated. We ﬁnd that
searching necessarily needs some preformed twist and
stacking in place and is stopped by peeling. The nature of the
intermediate state for a stem-loop hairpin no doubt has more
constrained dynamics.
Our simulation and other recent studies have brought up
the issue of solvent involvement in oligonucleotide melting.
Among them, an all-atom molecular dynamics simulation
studied the onset of the melting transition of an RNA duplex
at 37C, focusing on the dynamics of water and ions around
the duplex (43). Results from the study indicate that the
residence time of water molecules in the ﬁrst coordinate shell
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is shorter at higher temperature, which agrees with experi-
mental observations. This depicts a ‘‘premelting’’ of the
solvent structures around the duplex before structural
changes of the duplex itself. There is also suggestion that the
rapid motion of water molecules is a ‘‘doorway-aiding pro-
cess’’ for forming intermediate states in DNA denaturation
(3). Thus the melting transition of DNA duplex is a cooper-
ative process involving not only the duplex itself but also the
solution environment surrounding it. Further investigations
will be needed to reveal details of this complex coupling.
Understanding DNA melting is not only crucial in biology
but also is important in the design of DNA microarrays and
PCR-based biotechnologies. Recently, the rapid develop-
ment of DNA microarray technology has found applications
in numerous areas, e.g., gene expression proﬁling, drug de-
sign, and DNA-based computing. Hybridization and melting
carried out on surfaces are different thermodynamically and
kinetically from that in the bulk (44). Achieving the goal of
control of surface properties to simultaneously optimize af-
ﬁnity and speciﬁcity is aided by knowing the mechanism of
DNA melting and hybridization on the microarray surfaces.
These will be addressed in our future works.
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